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Abstract 
Suppose A and B are n × n matrices over the complex field. An inequality is derived 
that relates the Schur complement of the Hadamard product of A and B and the Hada- 
mard product of Schur complements of A and B for positive definite matrices. Then an 
analog is given for the class of tridiagonal totally nonnegative matrices. A similar result 
is give,1 for classes of Z-matrices where the Hadamard product is replaced by the Fan 
product. ~3 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. introduction 
Suppose A and B are n × n matrices over the complex field. In this paper, 
under the Loewner ordering we prove an inequality relating the Schur comple- 
ment of the Hadamard product of A and B and the Hadamard product of 
Schur complements of A and B for positive definite matrices. Then under the 
entry-wise dominance partial ordering an analog is given for the class of tridia- 
gonal totally nonnegative matrices and a similar result is given for M-matrices 
and certain other classes of Z-matrices; in the latter case it is necessary for the 
Hadamard product to be replaced by the Fan product. 
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We dedicate this paper to the memory of our teacher and friend, Emilie 
Haynsworth. Many aspects of Schur complements, uch as the quotient heo- 
rem and the inertia theorem for hermitian matrices, were initiated and refined 
by her keen insight. The relevance of these concepts is evidenced by their com- 
monplace use today. To paraphrase a famous anonymous saying, her counsel 
was worth more than ten thousand words. 
2. An inequality for positive-definite matrices 
Let A and B be n x n positive definite matrices over the field of complex 
numbers. We partition A as 
LAll Ai2] 
A = , (t) 
Azl A22 
where A~ and A~_, are square of orders k and n - k, respectively. In general, the 
matrix 
(A/A22) - A,I - A,~A~.,).A,.I (2) 
is called the Schur complemen~ of  A22 in A, provided A22 is invertible. Through- 
out, we will assume B is partitioned with blocks the same size as those of A in 
Eq. (1). 
The Hadamard product of ~ and B, denoted A .  B, is the n × n matrix 
(a~jbu), and it is well-known (due to Schur [1]) that if A and B are positive defi- 
nite, then A • B is also positive definite. We write A >I B and this means that 
A - B is positive semidefinite, or A - B >t 0. This partial order is usually called 
the Loewner ordering. 
If A is partitioned as in Eq. (I) for a general n × n matrix with A_,., invertible 
and a,,, an invertible element, Crabtree and Haynsworth [2] proved the quo- 
tient rule. 
((A/a,,,,)/(Az2/a,,,)) = (A/A,?.). 
First, we state a lemma; we omit its straight-forward proof. 
(3) 
Lemma 1,1, I rA is an n x n positive definite matrix and B b an n × r matrix, then 
C = A • (BB*) = 0 (/'anti only i fB  = O. 
Now we state our main result. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose A and B are n × n positive definite matrices partitioned as 
m Eq. ( 1 ). Then 
(A * B/A22 * B22) >i (A/A22) * (B/B22). (4) 
Equalit), hoMs in Eq. (4) i f  and only i f  A and B are block-diagonal in Eq. (1). 
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Proof. Let 
A21 Az2 ' 
and let/~ be similarly defined. Since Az2 has order n - k,/]  and/~ are positive 
semidefinite of rank n -  k. Hence ~],/~ is positive semidefinite (of rank 
>i n - k), and also J • B/A22 * Bz2 >i O. Now the inequality (4) can be written as 
(A/A2z) • (B,2Bzz~B2,) + (A,zA~A2,) • (BlS,_~) + •/~)/(A22 • B22) >10. 
(5) 
But Eq. (5) holds since the sum of positive semidefinite matrices is again posi- 
tive semidefinite. This concludes the proof of (4). 
For the case of equality, we apply the lemma to (5). It follows that 
A12 - -  BI2 --  0 and hence A21 -'- B2! --- 0. Thus equality holds in (4) if and only 
if both A and B are block-diagonal matrices. [] 
Suppose A and B are positive definite n × n matrices and that the respective 
eigenvalues of A and B are arranged in the same increasing order. Then, if 
det(.) denotes the determinant function, it is known that det(A ,B)>t  
det(A)det(B) ([3], p. 311), 2~(A • B) 1> 2~(AB) >f 2,(A)2~(B) ([3], p. 312-315), 
and A -! • B -I i> (A • B) -I ([4], Theorem 7.7.9a). Further, if A >1 B, it is well- 
known ([4], Corollary 7.7.4) that det(A)~> det(B), B -1 >~A -~, and 
2~(A) >i As(B), k = 1,2, . . . ,n  
It follows from the Schur complement form of the inverse [4] that, for n >/3, 
the inec[uality given in Theorem 7.7.9a of Ref. [4] is equivalent to: 
(A/A22)-' * (B/Bz2) -I >f !A * B/Az2 * B2,) -I, or, equivalently, (A • B/A,2 • B,,) 
[(A/A,2) -I • (B/B:,,)- ]-' for all (n "-" k) × (n - k) principal submatnces J~2 
(respectively, B22) of A (respectively, B), k = !, . . . .  n -1 .  Since (A/Azz)* 
(13/B2z) >I [(A/A,.2)-I* (B/B~,z)-l] -! for all such A2,, and B:2, we see that 
inequality (4) is stronger than Theorem 7.7.9a of Ref. [4]. 
We mention a related result ([4], Theorem 7.7.8a): the inverse of a principal 
s-bmatrix of a positive definite matrix is less than or equal to the correspond- 
iing principal submatrix of the inverse. In terms of the partitioning (1) this 
means that (All * Bil) -I <~ (A • B/A,,2 * B,.,_) -I or, equivalently, (A • B/A22 * B2_,) 
<~ A l l  * Bil. 
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that if B = A, our inequality becomes 
(A • A/Aa2 * A:2) >i (A/A,..2) * (A/A22). 
Corollary 1.3. I rA  and B are positive definite n × n matrices partitioned as #~ 
Eq. (1) then 
det(A • B) det (A) det (B) 
(i) det(A22 • B22) >~ det(A22)det(B22)' 
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(ii) (A/A22) -l * (B/B2z) --i >>- [(A/A22) * (B/B22)] -I 
>f (A * B/A22 * B22) -1 >I (All * BII)-! 
(iii) 2j(A • B/A22 * B22) t> 2j[(A/A22)* (B/Bzz)] 
for j = 1,2,. . . ,  k where k is the order of All 
In particular, 
hi(All * Bll) >/).I[(A/B) * (A22/B22)] >>- ),,[(A/Az2) * (B/Bzz)] 
>I 2,[(AIA-)2)(B/B2a)] >>. 2,(AIA22)2,(B/B22). 
Proof. Since inequality (4) holds, we get 
det(A • B/A22 * B22 >i [(A/A22) * (B/B22)] 
>I det(A/A22)det(B/B22). 
(i) then follows by noting that det(A/A22) >i det(A)/det(A22) (Schur's formu- 
la). (ii) and (iii) follow immediately from the remarks preceding the statement 
of the theorem. [] 
3. An analog for tridiagonal totally nonnegative matrices 
A matrix A is called totally nonnegative (totally positive) if all the minors of A 
of all orders are nonnegative (positive). We will write the principal minor of A 
in rows and columns fi,. . .  ,ik as A(i l , . . .  ,i~). 
in a manner similar to the development of Chapter I, it is possible to prove 
that if A, partitioned as in Eq. (1), is an n x n tridiagonal totally nonnegative 
matrix, where A.,, is invertible, then 
-,IA,t Ai2 ] 
,,] = (6/ 
A21 A:~ 
is a tridiagonal totally nonnegative matrix. 
Here, we shall take our partial order to be entry-wise domination; that is, we 
write A i> B to mean A - B is entry-wise nonnegative (and B/> 0 means that B 
is entry-wise nonnegative). It follows that we obtain the following analog of 
Theorem 1.2. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  A and B are n x n trMiagonal totally nonm, gative matrices 
partitioned as h~ Eq. (1), where A22 and B22 are hwertihle, then 
(A • B/A22 * B22) >i (A/A2?.) * (B/B22). (7) 
Example 2.2. In [5], the first author proved that if 
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A = 
[,,2,3.05] [' ' °! 
4 7 8 , B- -  21 24 14 , 
0 2 3 90.3 105 70 
then ,4, B is not totally nonnegative, although A and B are. Using the 
partitioning defined by ,4~ = [8] and B~! = [1], we find that (,4 • B/,4,_2 • B2,_) 
- -10  while (A/A,_2) • (B/B22) = (2/25)(1/50) = (1/25)-'. 
It is clear we cannot hope to improve Theorem 2.1. 
4. An analog for Z-matrices 
In this section we investigate whether an analog to the inequality given in 
Section l holds for Z-matrices, i.e., square matrices whose off-diagonal entries 
are nonpositive. As in the totally nonnegative case we shall take our partial or- 
der to be entry-wise domination. First, observe that the analog to the inequa- 
lity given in Section l does not hold under Hadamard product. To see this, 
consider the M-matrices 
A = I 2 -1 0 0 1 0 2 -1 0 0 0 2 -1 - I  0 0 2 
and B = A r the transpose of A. With the partitioning defined by letting A22 be 
the lower right 2 × 2 principal submatrix, we see that 
(A • B/A,., • B,,)  - (A/A, , )  , (B/B,-,) = 0 -~]  ~0 
. . . .  " "  " "  m ~ 0 J " 
Moreover, M-matrices (and Z-matrices fc, r that matter) are clearly not closed 
under Hadamard product. For these reasol.~s, we will instead consider the Fan 
product [7] of two Z-matrices. 
Definition 3.1. Let A and B be Z-matrices. "the Fan product C = A c~: B is 
defined as follows: cii = aiibii for all i and cij = -ai jbi j  for i # j. 
Recall [3] that the coml~arison matr ix  M(A) = Ira,/] of a given complex ma- 
trix ,4 = (a,j) is defined by mii = la,jl if i = j and m~j = -la,~jl if i # j and that 
A is an H-matr ix  if M(A)  is an (invertible) M-matrix. Thus, the Fan product 
of two Z-matrices is really the comparison matrix of their Hadamard prod- 
uct. Further, we note that in [7] it was shown that invertible M-matrices are 
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closed under Fan product and this was shown to be true for general M-matrices 
in [8]. It then follows that H-matrices are closed under Hadamard product. 
For a square matrix B we let p(B) denote the spectral radius of B and, for 
k = 1,. . . ,  n. let pk(B) denote the maximum spectral radius of all k x k principal 
submatrices of B. It is well-known [6] that, if B f> 0, then 0 <~ Pl (B) ~< ... ~< P,-! 
(B) <~ p , (B)= p(B) and that the latter inequality is strict if B is irreducible. 
Based on this fact Fiedler and the first author [9] made the following definition. 
Definition 3.2. For s = 0, . . . ,  n, let Ls denote the real n x n matrices which have 
the form A = tl - B, where B I>. 0 and ps(B) ~ t < Ps+l (B) (here, for complete- 
ness, po(B)= - c~ and p~+l(B)= +c~). 
We see that these matrices form a partition of the Z-matrices and that the 
familiar (invertible) M-matrices (matrices of the form A = tl - B where B t> 0 
and t > p(B)) are properly contained in the class L,,. In fact, L,, is precisely 
the class of general M-matrices (matrices of the form ,4 = tl - B where B/> 0 
and t >f p(B)). Following Fiedler and Ptfik [10] we let K denote the invertible 
M-matrices and K0 the general M-matrices. Since a Z-matrix is in Lk only if 
all of its principal minors of order k or less are in K0 [9], we see that if A is 
in L~ and B is in Zt, then A ® B is in Lm where m t> min{s, t}. 
The following easily verified lemma is due to Watford [11]. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A and B be n x n Z-matrices partitioned as in Eq. (1) with A >t B 
and B22 (and hence A22) #7 K. Then, ` 4/`422 >>- B/B22. 
We now show that the inequality given in Section 1 holds for Fan products 
of Z-matrices provided neither matrix is in L0 or L~. 
Theorem 3.4. For 2 <~s, t <~n, let A and B be n x n L, and Lt matrices, 
respecticely, partitioned as in Eq. (1) with A22 and B22 in K. Then, 
(A ® B/A2, G B22) >i A/A,.2 ® (B/B22). (8) 
Proof. First, assume ,422 and B22 are of order I. Then, 
E = .4 ® B/A22 ~ B,.,. = A ® B/a,,,bn,, 
= All ® Bll -- (Al,. * BiE)(a,mb,,,) -I (A2I * B21) 
(here, * denotes the Hadamard product) and 
F = (AI`42..)~> (B/B2,.) = (A/a,,,,)® (B/b,,,,) 
= (All - Ai?.a,,~A21) ® (Bll - Bi?.b,7,~B2i) 
For l<~i<~n- l ,  
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( a , , ,a , ,~) (b~, ,b ,#)  
~'ii --" aii bii a,,, b,,,, 
= aiibii ai,,bi,,a,,ib,, ai,,a,,i (bi,,b,, 
- a,,,,b,,. + a,,,, \ b,,,, 
ainbinanibni 
aiibii - -'- eli 
annbnn 
)b , .b , . (a~, ,a , , , )o , , , ,  a, , -- aii bii if- - -7 - - -  
since all 2 x 2 principal minors of A and B are nonnegative. 
For l~<i , j~<n- I  w i th i~ j ,  
( a , , ,a , , ] ) (b~,b , , , )  
. f~ j=-  a,j - -  bi/ 
• a , , , ,  b , , , ,  
ai,,bi, a,,ib,,i b,,b,:i 
= -aiibii - a,,,,b,,,, +aii b,,, 
ain bm ani bni 
<~ - ai ibi i  - a,,,,b,,,, = e~/. 
amanj 
a,,,, 
Thus, the result holds if the order of A.,_, and B22 is 1. 
A2; ® B,.z/a,,,,b,,,, is the (2, 2)-block ofA ® B/a,,,,b,,,. Simiiarly A22/a,m(B22/b,,,,) 
is the (2. 2)-block of A/a,,,(B/b,,,,) and thus (A2,./a,,,,) ~ (B,.2/b,,,,) Is the (2, 2) 
block of (Alan,,) x (B/b,,,,). Thus. A ~" B/a,,,,b,,,, >1 (A/a,,,,) ,~, (B/b,,,,) by the first 
part of the proof. So 
A ,~ B/A.,., ~.~-~ B...,) = (A ~i'> B/a,,,b,,,,)/(A.,2 .~..; B.,.,/a,,,,b,,,,) 
>1 (A/an,,)~;, (B/b,,,,)/(A.,,_/a,,,,) :.~, (B.,.,/h,,,,) 
(by the lemma) 
>f ((A/a,,,,)/(A.,.,/a,,,))~:i.ii:> ((B/b,,,,)/(B..,_/b,,,,)) 
(by the first part of the proof) 
= (A/A?.z)~, (B/Bv) 
which completes the proof. I--1 
Corollary 3.5. I rA and B are &vertihle M-matrices partitioned as 01 Eq. ( 1 ). then 
Eq. (8) hoMs. 
Immediately, we have the following result for comparison matrices of Hada- 
mard products of H-matrices. 
Corollary 3.6. I f  A and B are H-matrices partitioned as #1 Eq. (1), then 
M(A • B)/M(Az~ • B22) i> M[(M(A)/M(A22)) * (M(B)/M(B22))]. (9) 
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For an M-matrix A = t l -  B where B >f 0 and t >1 p(B) ,q(A)  -- t -  p(B) is 
the "minimum" eigenvalue of A in the sense that it lies farthest o the left in 
the complex plane. If A and B are in K with A/> B, it is well-known ([10], The- 
orem 4.6)that det(A) >t det(B) > 0,0<~A -! ~<B -~, and q(A) >>, q(B). Further, 
it was shown in Corollary 5.7.4.1 of [3] that, if A and B are in K, then 
A -! • B -I >t (A ® B) -! and q(A ® B) >f q(A)q(B).  Lastly, it was shown by the 
second author in [8] that det(A)det(B)= det(AB)<~ det(A ~-~ B) for general 
M-matrices A and B. 
Combining these facts together with Theorem 3.4 and applying Schur's for- 
mula, we have the M-matrix analog of Corollary 1.3. 
Corollary 3.7. I f  A and B are #wertibh, M-matr ices partit ioned as in Eq. ( 1 ), then 
det(A ~,) B) det (A)det (B) 
(i) det(A22 ,~ B22) >~ det(A22)det(B22)'  
(ii) (A/A22) -~ ® (B/B22) -~ >t [(A/A22) ® (B/B,_2)] -~ 
>~ (A ® B/A22 r~ B22) -I >i (AIR ~: Bll) -! 
~ ' B/A22 . B22 ( i i i )  q(d~ : B~) >t q(A ~ 0~ ) 
>~ q[(A/A,.2) ~. (B/B22)] >1 q(A/A,_,)q(B/B,2). 
We note that the theorem does not hold for all Z-matrices. 
Example 3.8. Consider the LI matrices 
A = i2 2] [, 3] -5 2 -4  , B= -6 2 -5 . 
-2 - I  2 -2  - I  2 
Using the partition delined by A22 = [2] ..... B2,., we lind that 
A /A,.2 = 0 -2  - I  - -~ 
-9  0 , B /B22 --- - !  1 - -  
I . 
Thus, 
, A B = 
4 -1 -6 ]  
-30 4 -20 . 
-4  - I  4 
--9 
A 6;3 B/A,,.2 ~>) B, ,  = " 
"- = 50  
 ]Eo 5] 
- I  ~ -99 0 
= (A/A, . : ) , : ,  (g/g2,.) .  
In closing, we mention that the analogous inequality to Eq. (4) does not 
hold for Hadamard products of inverse M-matrices (with the partial order be- 
ing entry-wise dominance). This can be shown by considering the example in p. 
360 of [3] and taking Schur complements with respect o the principal subma- 
trix whose index set is {1, 2, 4, 5}. 
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